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Background
● 2015: Libraries’ Strategic Directions (SD) launched, Provost’s Advisory 
Committee on Libraries re-convened
○ Expedited processing/cataloging, improve discovery/access
○ 2016 PACL report: special concerns over audiovisual formats and hidden 
collections
● 2016-2018: Hidden Collections & Preservation of Time-Based Media initiatives 
(SD Advance Knowledge)
● 2018-2019: Time-Based Media Pilot Project: Two concurrent phases
○ Previously digitized content unavailable to users (DCG)
○ Columbia Center for Oral History (CCOH)
● 2019-2021: Mellon-funded continuation (re-named AMI [Audio Moving Image])
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Project Scope: Pilot phase, 2018-2019
Comprising special collections from: 
● Rare Book and Manuscript Library
● Columbia Center for Oral History
● University Archives
● C.V. Starr East Asian Library
● Avery Fine Art and Architectural Library
● Burke Library at Union Theological Seminary
● Gabe M. Wiener Music & Arts Library
● Lehman Social Sciences Library / Global Studies Division
Material types: 
● 10,000~ physical objects: audio cassettes, audio reels, audio discs, videotapes, 
films
● 6,500~ intellectual entities
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Stakeholders
● Time-Based Media Initiative Steering Committee
● Distinctive Collections Group (DCG): directors of special collections libraries (CUL)
● Columbia Center for Oral History (CCOH): curatorial, archival processing, metadata remediation and 
enhancement
● Preservation and Digital Conversion Division (PDCD): digitization preparation, vendor liaison, quality 
control
● Digital Library and Scholarly Technology (DLST): digital preservation, asset management, software 
and web development (including homegrown DAMS: Hyacinth)
● Original and Special Materials Cataloging (OSMC): metadata remediation and enhancement
● Additional staff implicated at all special collections units
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Working across departments
Workflow: Previously digitized content (DCG))
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Departments:
Curator (Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library etc.)
Preservation & Digital 
Conversion Division
Original and Special 
Materials Cataloging
Collaboration points:
Evaluating selections and 
preparing deadlines
Creating or augmenting 
initial metadata 
spreadsheet per collection 
with technical metadata 
Remediating and enhancing 
metadata per specifications 
for ingest
Digital Library & 
Scholarly Technologies 
Unifying descriptive, 
preservation, and technical 
metadata; publishing content
CUL Long-term Preservation Responsibility
CUL is committed to preserving for the long-term:
● All master files (the highest-quality available version of the resource in an open, uncompressed file 
format) created as part of CUL collection digitization projects
● All master files created during external collection digitization projects that CUL assumes responsibility 
for preserving
● All digital content deposited into Academic Commons, our institutional repository, regardless of the 
file format
● Born- and delivered-digital resources that are accessioned as part of archival collections, regardless 
of the file format
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Digital Preservation at CUL 
Preservation of digital content using Archivematica
● Open-source OAIS-compliant digital 
preservation system
● Ingests Submission Information 
Packages (SIPs) and prepares 
standards-based Archival Information 
Packages (AIPs) for long-term storage
● Performs automated and 
customizable digital preservation 
actions
● Generates METS files containing 
technical, structural, descriptive, 
rights, and PREMIS preservation 
metadata
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Digital Preservation: Previously Digitized Content 
Archivematica: Content Preparation
Content pre-processing:
● Receiving AV content (preservation and access formats) from external vendor
● Quality Control
● Compiling Submission Information Packages (SIPs)
○ One or multiple SIPs for each collection, depending on the collection size
○ SIP size < 1.4 TB
○ Number of files in SIP < 20,000
● Resolving issues related to digital content and metadata
Challenges:
● Digitization was performed on project basis
● Digitization vendors as well as requirements to file formats, directory structure, and metadata varied 
between projects
● Digital content associated with the same project located in multiple places and needs to be 
consolidated
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Digital Preservation: Previously Digitized Content 
9CUL Digital Preservation Architecture 
What is Hyacinth?
● Developed by CUL applications team
● Content management for a Fedora repository
● Input through web UI or .csv
● Controlled vocabulary management
● DOI registration (DataCite)
● Automated record creation
● Multimedia annotation
Wright, Frank Lloyd, 1867-1959 (Architect)
Metadata: Previously Digitized Content (DCG)





MODS-based: all data must be 
ported into MODS XML and output 
for front-end display
Data dictionary and local controlled 
vocabularies documented on CUL 
wiki
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Metadata: Previously Digitized Content (DCG)
● Metadata received from preservation department in semi-standardized format
● Substantial intervention required
● Metadata remediated, enhanced and translated into hierarchical data model via LibreOffice/Google 
Sheets and OpenRefine
● Sheets commonly get unwieldy due to the need to accommodate complex fields in a flat format
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Metadata: Previously Digitized Content (DCG)
Processing metadata in 
OpenRefine









Workflow: Columbia Center for Oral History (CCOH)
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Curator (Oral Histories)
Preservation & Digital 
Conversion Division
Original and Special 
Materials Cataloging
Digital Library & 
Scholarly Technologies 
Departments: Collaboration points:
Identifying what oral histories 
had been previously digitized 
and collating assets (audio, 
transcripts
Developing metadata 
standards for oral histories, 
remediating legacy records
Refining asset structure to 
account for legacy practice of 
recording multiple oral histories 
onto single master tape
Unifying descriptive, 
preservation, and technical 
metadata; syncing ILS and 
DAMS metadata; publishing 
content
Side implications of project 
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Accessibility/usability of materials: from separate Carnegie grant project
● Rights module for parsing and displaying restrictions 
● Synchronized transcription for oral history audio/video  
Collection management 
● Inventories
● Reference priorities 








Hyacinth and Collection Maintenance
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On-site access example
Collections Access during COVID-19
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Online Access for Columbia users during COVID-19
Challenges  
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Scale of Operation  
● Project planning around earlier steps




● The nature of audio-visual metadata 
○ Working with legacy metadata 
○ Creating minimal-level standards 
● Changes in requirements 
○ File specs (e.g. “rendered” files) 
○ Item/asset structure vs. asset-only (regularly enabling new metadata fields)
○ Mapping MARC-to-Hyacinth (homegrown DAM)
● Re-designing digital asset management in real time
○ Hyacinth 3 
Project Documentation, Communication & Tracking
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● Project documentation on the DLST Project Wiki -- including tracking spreadsheet
● Data Dictionary Wiki documenting commonly used elements for audio/visual 
materials
● Metadata Wiki documenting decisions, files and notes
● Hyacinth Column Headings Wiki containing directions on conversion to ingest 
format
● OpenRefine Wiki documenting conversion scripts and GREL code snippets
● JIRA for specific technical issues
Project Documentation, Communication & Tracking
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Project Statistics & Assessment
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Examples of finished collections/items/assets
Unhiding the past
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Outcomes, lessons learned, future directions
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Future Directions 
● ArchivesSpace Integration 
○ Clean-up of legacy finding aids 
○ Linking between ArchivesSpace and digital assets/metadata
● Hyacinth 3 (DAMS) 
Phase 2 (Oct. 2019 - ): Even More Materials 
● Funded by Mellon Foundation and re-named “AMI Mellon”
● Workflows and documentation are stable, but perhaps not final
● Added positions, but also adding production specs
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